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Abstract The principal techniques for chromatic dispersion measurements 
are described with special focus on the interferometri.c methods. The 
techniques are compared with respect to their results, advantages and 
limitations, and the influence of birefringence effects ·rn chromatic 
dispersion measurements is evaluated. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Pulse broadening in single mode fibres' occurs because the laser 

sources radiate a spectrum of wavelengths, which propagate with differ

ent group velocities due to chromatic .dispersion. This broadening of the 

input pulse will limit the minimum time slot between success.ive input 

pulses, or the highest bit rate which can be attained without s1gnifi

cant intersymbol interference in a Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) trans

mission system. Chromatic dispersion is therefore a fundamental par

ameter which must be specified in single mode-high bit rate transmission 

systems. A number of papers have treated this subject either theoreti

cally 1
'

2 or from the experimental point of view3
• 

In this work we will discuss the origins and control of chro

matic dispersion in single mode fibres and compare different techniques 

which are employed in chromatic dispersion measurement specially focus

ing on the interferometric methods. Finally, we will comment on the bi

refringence in single mode fibres and its influence in the different 

techniques. 
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2. GROUP DELAY AND PULSE BROADENING 

As a simple illustration, consider an input light pulse com

posed of two wavelenghts A1, and A2 (e.g. two longitudinal modes of the 

injection laser) launched in a single mode fibre as in fig.la. Although 

simultaneously launched the two wavelenghts wi 11 propagate a long the 
fibre with different group velocities and reach the detector at differ

ent times , 1 and , 2 • This time spreading of the initial pulse is pro

portional to the length L of the fibre, and depends on the difference 

between the two wavelenghts :>t 1 and :>c 2 . The chromatic dispersi.on of the 

fibre is defined as the time lag per unit length and spectral width be

tween two simultaneous input pulses of_ close wavelenghts :>t1 and :>c 2 

1 T2-T1 1 d, 
D----=--- L :>c2-:>c1 L d:>c ( 1 ) 

For polychromatic sources, such as multi-longit~dinal mode semi-conduc

tor lasers, the natural spectral width is much greater than the modu

lation bandwidth. This means that the light spectrum is unaflected by 

the modulation, and the power input can be written as 

Pi(t) = I p(:>c)J(t)d:>c (2) 

where f(t) is the time function describing the modulation. 

The output power after propagation along a length L of fiber 

wi 11 be 
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Fig.I - Polichromaticpulsepro
pagation in a single mode fibre. 
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P(t) = I p(>..)f(t-,(>..) )dA (3) 

where f(t) is the propagation time corresponding to the wavelength>.. as 

shown in fig. lb. 

One can easily see that if,(>..) is a strongly varying function 

of>.., the initial pulse will be correspondingly distorted. As an exam

ple, consider a gaussian light pulse with rms width cri emitted from a 

source with a gaussian spectrum centered at Ao with spectral width 

~>..«>..o, launched into a fibre of length L. Therms width of the emerging 

pulse will be given by2 

cr2 = cri + QJ(>..o)L~>..]2 + ½ [p'(>..o)(M>..):)2 (4) 

Where D(>..o) and D'(>..o) are respectively the dispersion and the slope of 

the dispersion curve at Ao. The last term in eq.(4) can actually be ne

glected unless D(>..o) - 0. Taking typical numerical values for a single 

mode fibre at 1300nm, D(>..o) - 2ps/nmkm D'(>.. 0) - 0.08 ps/nmkm ~A= 4nm 

and <Ji= IOOps we get a - 200ps width pulse after 20km of fibre. The 

limit bit rate which can be transmitted in these conditions would then 

be BR = J/4cr - I .25Gb/s 2. 

Of course, if the input pulse width could be neglected, these 

figures would give BR= 1.55Bg/s over the 20km fibre. Correspondingly, 

the length of this fibre which could. support a 560 Mb/s transmission 

with 4nm spectral width would be - 55km. 

This simple example illustrates the impact of chromatic disper

sion on single mode transmission systems. Transmission bandwidths can be 

strongly increased by reducing the spectral width of the source and 

carefully tuning its wavelength to the zero of the chromatic dispersion 

of the fibre. The dependence of the bandwidth on the wavelength and 

spectral width of the source a typical fibre with zero dispersion at>..= 

= J .Jµm is shown in fig.2. Notice, however, that the tuning of thewave-

1 eng th t~ the best performance of the fibre brings up severe rest r i c

t ions on the characteristics of the fibres and sources to be used. A 

standardization which is generally imposed is that the fibre must have 

a chromatic dispersion between ±5 ps/nmkm in the spectral range between 

1275nm and 1325nm. 
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Fig.2 - Bandwidth of a typical 
single mode fibre as a function 
of the wavelength and spectral 
width of the source. 

3. INDEX PROFILE AND CHROMATIC DISPERSION CONTROL 

Chromatic dispersion appears because the propagation constant 

is a non linear function of w: 

S(w) = b4i2 - b(n2 - n 2) 
2 1 2 

where k is the ~ree space propagation constant, w is the angular fre

quency of the 1 igth, ni and n2 are respectively the frequency dependent 

refractive indexes of the core and cladding. The parameter b(w) is the 

normalized propagation constant, and depends on the frequency wand the 

mode field distribution. The group velocity, given by d!.;J/df, is therefore 

frequency dependent, giving rise to chromatic dispersion. 

The dependence of the propagation constant on the wavelength 

is schematically represented in fig.3. The upper and lower curves rep

resent respectively the refractive indexes of the core and cladding ma

terial, and their wavelength dependence gives rise to the so-called ma

terial dispersion. In the range of smal I wave] ength, the mode field is 

mostly confined to the core region so that b - 1 and the effective re

fractive index is close to n1. In the range of large wavelengths the 

mode field is spread out over the cladding so that b - 0 and the effec

tive index close to the cladding index n2. The transition from n 1 to n 2 

gives rise to the so-called waveguide dispersion, which can becontroled 

for special effects by careful design of the index profile. These two 

main contributions to the total chromatic dispersion are shown in fig.4 
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Fig.3 - Wavelength dependence 
of the propagation constant in 
a single mode fibre. 
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Fig.4 - Material and waveguide contributions to the 
chromatic dispersion of normal, dispersion shifted 
or dispersion flattened single mode fibres. 

for three types of single mode fibres; the nomaZ fibres, the dispersion 

shifted and disper-sion flattened fibres. These contributions were cal

culated by numeric solutions of the scalar wave equationforanarbitrary 

index profile. 

The delay spectrum and chromatic dispersion of a typical nomaZ 

step index fibre is shown in fig.5 as measured with the interferometric 

technique. The waveguide d·ispersion can be increased by increasing the 

index step t:.n as in ·fig, 6, but more comp! icated profile such 
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Fig.6 - Group delay and chromatic dispersion of a 
small core, high step index single mode fibre, 
showing the effect of waveguide dispersion. 
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as the,triangular profile of fig.7 are required for best performance at 

1.55 µm., Dispersion flattened fibers require still more ,elaborated pro

files with different cladding regions as the fibre of fig. 8. The mc;1in 

goal of the fibre desJgner is to obtain the correct dispersion curve 

still maintaining at rea.sonable values other parameters such ,as spot 

size, sensibility to bending or microbending, ... etc. 

Furthermore, these special profi Jes should be chosen to give 

the smalles't'dependence on the radial dimensions, so that the fibre per

formance remains stable against variations, on the pulling conditions. 

4. MEASUREMENT METHO[)S 

Most of the measurement methods are based on the direct measure

ment of the group delay spectrum, which is then smoothed by a least 

squares fitting equation: Chromatic dispersion is then obtained by sim-

P 1 e differentiation ~f the (i tt i ng equation, following eq. (1 ). Di.fferent 

types of equationsare currently u.sed for thj,s. least squares fit, de

pending on the number, of the experimental points, the spectral range 

covered by the measuring equipment and the type of fibre which is being 

measured. lhe simplest equation is the three terms Sellmeyer expression 

2 T(A) = C1 A- + C2 + C3 A2 (6) 

which describes material dispersion and gives reasonable fits for a.smal 1 

number of delay measurements around the minimum of the delay spectrum. 

When the sp~~tral range of the measuring equipment is large, covering 

both the 1.3µm and 1.55µm range, a better .fit is obtained with the five 

terms Sellmeyer expression 

() _, -2 ,• 2 ' 
T ~. = a 1 A + a2 A + a 3 + a~ A.+ a 5 A (7) 

which can describe both normal and dispersion shifted fi?res over the 

1. lµm to 1. 7µm spectra]: range .. Dispersion flattened or more c:ompl icated 

fibres can either be described by the five terms Sellnteyer's expression 

or by a polynomial expression 
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dispersion flattened single mode fibre. 
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T(A) = c 0 + c 1A + c 2A2 + .. , + cNAN (8) 

A comparison between the results obtained with eq.(7) and (8) 

showed that for most cases covering the J.lµm to 1,7µm region,thefourth 

degree polynomial and the five terms Sellmeier expression give equiv

alent fits and no improvement in the qua] ity of the fit was obtained by 

increasing the degree of the polynomial fit. Nevertheless, for s·ome 

special fibres, a small improvement was indeed obtained by increasing 

the degree of the polynomial fit up to the sixth power of A. 

The experimental techniques for group delay measurements ea n 

use time domain, frequency domain and interferometric methods, We will 

now describe the main features of these methods and make a comparison 

between their results. 

4.1 - Time domain measurements

Time-of-flight measurement corresponds to the direct measure

ment of the group delay as a function of the wavelength over the J,Jµm 

to J.htm range. Mode locked and Q-switched fibre Raman Jaser4 is the 

most common laser of current use as tubable pulsed light source cover

ing the spectral range of interest. The typical experimental arrange

ment for this kind of measurement is shown in fig.9. A monochromator 

selects the wavelength of laser pulses which are simultaneously injected 

into the test fibre and a short piece reference fibre and received by a 

fast lnGaAs detector. The time delay between the test and reference 

pulses is measured on a high resolution sampling oscills,scope. 

Although tunable over the full 1.lµm to 1.711m spectral range, 

these laser sources present the disadvantage of being costly and dif

ficult to handle. An alternative source is th, array of laser diodes 

driven by JOOps electrical pulses 5 • Accurate·temperature control of the 

LD is required in order to keep constant the emission wavelength, This 

feature can actually be used to make a slight tuning of each LD over a 

limited wavelength range 6 • However, .the semiconductor laser diode array 

Jacks of flexibility for measuring fibres with arbitrary dispersion 

spectra. 
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Fig.9 - Experimental set-up for time 
domain chromatic dispersion measure
ments. 

The time resolution of this method depends on the width of the 

input I ight pulses and on the dispersion of the fibre, as seen from eq. 

(I). The best time resolution is obtained near the wavelength of zero 

dispersion decreasing by a factor of 2 in the dispersive domain.Typical 

time resolutions which can be obtained are of the order of JO- 20 ps/ km 

although a resolution one order of magnitude better had been reported 

with the LO array 7 • 

4.2 - Frequency domain measurements 

This technique consists in the measurement of the phase shift 

of a sinusoidal modulation of the I ight source as a function of its wave

length. The source can either be a LED or an array of laser diodes. Fig. 

JO shows a typical experimental arrangement using a sinusoidany driven 

LED source and monochromator for wavelength selection. Alternatively, 

an array of laser diodes such as the one used in pulse delay measure

ments can also be employed. The phase shift of the modulation sigrial is 

directly related to the group delay through the relation ~(A)= 2nfT(A), 
The time resolution of ·this method is directly related to the 

frequency of the modulation signal. The best phase resolution of avail

able vector voltmeters is 0.1°, corresponding to a time resolution of 

-3 x 10- 4 r 1 if the optical signal ·to noise ratio is better than 15 dB. 

Laser diodes can be modulated at frequencies up to 1 GHz, and the ulti-

ill 
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Fig. 10 - Exper imenta 1 set-u~ for 
1
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domain chromatic dispersion measunements. 

mate resolution which can be atta!ned with LD phase shift techniques is 

actually.limited by the band-width of the detecting system. Using 500 

MHz modulation frequency.a time resolution of 0.6 ps can be attained 

still keeping the dynamic range better then 15 dB. 

Laser diode are high power and large bandwith devices, but have, 

the disadvantage of allo~ii,g measurer:nents only in discrete wavelength 

over the spectral range of interest. Nevertheless, the techn,ique pro

vides very accurate delay measurements over several tens ·of ki lometers, 

allowing the control of long lengths of fibres links. 

The use of modulated edge emitting LED continuously covering 

the ful 1 J .2µm to J .6µm spectral range partially overcomes the prob'l em 

of discreteness which arise from LD sy,stems, but the modulation frequen

cy (and hence the time resolution) must be .reduced by about one order 

of magnitude due to the lower bandwidth of the LED. Resolution of -!Ops 

had been achieved using two 30 MHz modulated LED 1 s to cover the spec

tral range of interest 8 , so that time resolution on group delay measure

ments of the order. of 1 ps/km or better can be obtained with -10 km sam

p 1 es. 

A new double modulation technique was recently developed em-

ploying a sinusoidally modulated LED source and a second modulation by 

means .of an electro-opti.c device9 • The phase signal is then detected on 

the low frequency beat signal created by the double modulation. This ar

rangement al lows a considerable improvement on the dynamic range of the 

measurement, due to the greater sensitivity of the 1 ow frequency detec

t ion. A time resolution of 5.6ps/_km was reported over the 1.2µm to 1.6µm 

spectral range with two LED sources. This corresponds to a considerable 

improvement over the previous phase shift techniques. 
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4.3 - Interferometric method 

Optica,l interferometers are systems in which the light signal 

is spl itted in two optical paths and recombined again before being de

tected. Fig. 11 shows the two configurations of current use in fiber 

optic interferometry, the Mach-Zender and the Mic~elson interferometers. 

In the Mach-Zender the light is spl itted at B1 and recombined at a se
cond beamsplitter B2 ·whereas in the Michelson configuration the light is 

spl itted at B, reflected back at the end of the two legs and recombined 

again at B. Therefore the optical path in the Michelson configuration is 

twice the physical length of the interferometer's arm. In fibre optic 

interferometers, the beamsplitters can be replaced by fibre optic single 

mode 3 dB couplers, rendering the optical connections more reliable and 

vibration free 10 . 

When monochromatic 1 ight is launched in the interferome~er the 

intensity at the detector isasinusoidally varying function of the phase 

difference between the two splitted optical paths 

I= I1 + I2 + 2/I.I2 cos <jJ 

T 

WMTE ,--------. a _Q 82 

IOURCI:. l110NOCHAOMATORl '\'~ 0 or O * 
DETECTOR 

MACH-ZENDER ·~ 0 u 0 

DETECTOR 

~ 

R 

WHITE ~ fi._.__1 

SOURCE~ --,r- 0 u v · ~ 
R 

T Q MICHELSON

Fig.11 - Mach-Zender and Michelson interfe
for chromatic dispersion measurements. T and Rare 
the test and reference arms of the interferometets. 

(9) 
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where I 1 and I 2 are the intensities in each of the interferometer's arms. 

Phase shifting can be obtained by variation of the optical path in the 

reference arm either by displacing a mirror or roof top prism in an air 

path 3 ,1 1 or by elastically varying the lenght of the single mode fibre 

in the reference arm 10 . 

We nol'l look at what happens when polychromatic light is shined 

in the interferometer. Incoherent 1 i ght may be considered. as a random 

superposition of coherent 1 ight pulses whose duration, also called co

herence time, Is given by the spectral width of the light source: AT -

),._ 2 /cAA. Each of these pulses is splitted into two pulses P 1 and P2 at 

b=O, as shown in fig, 12,which reach the recombination point at differ

ent times , 1 and T2, which are the group delays in each of the interfer

ometer's arms. 

If the difference , 2 - , 1 is greater than the coherence time AT, 

there will be no overlap between the pulses P1 and P2 and the recombi

nation will occur between pulses with random phase differences. In this 

case,. the cos cp term in eq. (9) will average to zero, and no interference 

will be observed: the interferometer will be in the incoherent regime. 

-t=)-p2 

* * DETECTOR 
2 

' A Pz I AX 
0 0 t1 t2 I 

Fig.12 - Schematic of incoher
ent light propagation and re
combination in a Mach - Zender 
interferometer. 

When the arms of the interferometer are tuned pulses P1 and P21 

will now overlap each other, and since they come from the same imput 

pulse, their relative phase is coherent. In this case, interference 

fringes can be seen, and the fringes contrast will depend on the over

lap between P1 and P2 . Maximum fringes contrast will occur when the 

group delays are exactly tuned T2 = T1. 

In the interferometric method for group delay measurement the 

test fibre is inserted in one arm whereas the other arm contains either 

an accurately known reference fibre or a (non dispersive} air path. The 

group delay, e.g. the length of the air path, of the reference arm is 
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swept and the system searchs for the maximum fringes contrast. As the 

wavelength of the light source is changed, the tuning of the interfer

ometer changes according to the variation of the group delay of the test 

fibre, as shown in fig. 13. 

i; 
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A=IIOOn111 

A=l200n111 

)..=1400nm 

).. •150011111 

"- =1•0011111 

0 2 3 
z 

ps 

4mm 

Fig. 13 - Interference fringes of dif
ferent wavelengths in a Michelson in
terferometer. The Z coordinate is 
the position of the reflecting mirror 
at the reference leg.

The direct detection of the interference fringes requires very 

stable and vibration free interferometers, which may oe an inconvenient 

feature for routine measurements. Several methods have been used for 

overcoming this problem. The direct detection of noise amplitude in the 

optical signal had been successfully used as a mesure of fringes con

trast, with a reported group delay resolution of 0, 1 ps 12• Convolution 

of the detector output with an ideal interference pattern was also used 

as a mathematical method for the determination of the position of the 

fringes patter, the corresponding resolution of 10 fs 13 is one order of 

magnitude better than the previous methods. The best time resolution re

ported thus far was obtained by the tuned detection of the interference 

fringes and Fourier transform techniques for locating the position of the 

interference pattern11 • Fig. 14 shows the direct detection of fringes 

contrast at A = I .3µm. Group delay measurements were repeated at the same 
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Fig.14 - Direct detection of the Fringes con
trast in a Michelson interferometer.

wavelenght in order to obtain the statistics of the time resolution. 

The results for 10 3 measurements are shown infi.g.15. The corresponding 

group delay resolution is 0.5 ps/km, comparable to the best time resol

ution obtained from phase shift measurements. 

The interferometric method is actually a local measurement tech

nique, such as the index profile, the geometry and the spot size. One 

could argue whether the results of a local measurement agree with the 

performance of a long fibre, which corresponds to the average dispersion 

of al 1 fibre segments.· Table 1 shows the comparison between our inter

ferometric measurements and the results obtained with the Raman Laser 

technique 14 and the five LD phase shift techn i que1 5 over 1. 1 km of sing 1 e 

mode fibre. The agreement of the three techniques is excellent, even at 

A= J.55µm where the phase shift technique lacks in accuracy due to the 

small number of measuring points. 

The r~sul ts of the systematic comparison between our interfer

ometric measurements and the phase shift measurement technique16 for 35 

standard fibre samples are shown in figs. 16 and 17. The smal 1 system

atic deviation in wavelength and dispersion can be explained by the fact 

that the interferometric measurements were done each 10nm so that the 

ensemble of experimental delay data used. for the theoretical fit is much 
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Table 1 - Dispersion characteristics of a single mode fibre measured 
by the phase shift (<P), time of fligth (T) and interferometric {I) 
methods. 

<P 

2' 

I 

A (nm) D (ps/nm/km) 
1. 30 

D1 • ss (ps/nm/km) 

1320. 6 

1322 

1321 

1'-•1300nm 

-4 -2 0 
't-i 

o•l.63fa 

2 4 fa 

-J .86 

-2.02 

-I .83 

1'- •1550 nm 

-4 -2 0 
't-i 

o•2J4fa 

2 4 fa 

I 6. 19 

15.44 

15.64 

Fig.15 - Accuracy of group delay measurements in an 
ensemble of 10 3 measurements at 1300 nm and 1550 nm. 

richer than the available delay data from the phase shift measurement. 

Never the 1 ess, the excel! ent agreement between the two methods confirms 

previous studies which indicate that local and long length measure

ments are in good agreement either in standard or dispersion shi'fted 

samples 13 ' 17 . 

It is clear that when the local paramete'rs such as index profile 

and core radius are varying along the fibre the chromatic dispersion of 

each small segment of fibre will be different from piece to piece. In 

- this case, the chromatic dispersion of a cut piece may 1;,e di ff eren t 

from the mean over the whole fibre. Of course, other local fibre par

ameters will also present the same unstability. This effect is clearly 
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Fig.16 - Comparison between 
the wavelength of zero dis
persion as measured by the 
phase shift and interfer
ometric techniques. 

Fig. 17 - Comparison between 
oDs-0.06ps/nmkm the dispersion va 1 ue at 1300 
o • 0.09ps/nmkm nm as measured by the phase 

shift and interferometric 
techniques. 
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present on the resu 1 ts of •table 2, where both ends of each fibre sample 

were measured. The geometry, index profile, cut off wavelength and spot 

size of the samples were al so measured in order to control the origin of 

the observed difference in chromatic dispersion. It can 6e clearly seen 

that geometry variations are responsible fO'r the fluctuation in fibre 

dispersion, although this effect was partially compensated by an index 

change from end to end in fibre C. 

The main conclusion of this section is that the comparison be

tween the interferometric method and the long fibre methods is reliable 

provided the fibre parameters are uniform along the fibre. It should be 

pointed out that for all fibres in which the chromatic dispersion chan

ged significantly from end to end, the geometry and index profile showed 

variations. In these cases it was the cut off wavelength which showed 

the most strong variations from end to end, a difference of more than 

100nm being easily observed. 
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Table 2 - Wavelength of zero dispersion of both ends of fibre sample. 
lill/R is the relative variation of core radius between the internal and 
external ends. 

Xo(external end) 

Ao (internal end) 

MIR (%) 

A 

1310 

I 31 5 

-3.4 

B 

1328 
131 6 

+4.9 

C 

1322 
1320 

+3.6 

D 

1311 

1 31 2 

E 

1314 
131 5 

F 

1316 
I 31 5 

The interferometric method is very convenient for the develop

ment of new fibres such as dispersion flattened fibres. In this case the 

flexibility in wavelength selection is a fundamental feature for a re-

• 1 i ab I e chromatic dispersion measurement. Furthermore, being a 1 oc a 1 

measurement, the interferometric method may be used to control the stab

ility of the fibre parameters by comparison between samples coming from 

opposite ends of the fibre. 

A final remark can be made concerning the temperature vari

ations during the chromatic dispersion measurements. It is wel 1 known 

that temperature fluctuations induce variations in fibre length and re

fractive index so that these fluctuations should be avoided during group 

delay measurements. In an industrial environment, the optical cables are 

stocked at places whose temperature is in general quite different from 

that of the characterization laboratory. Therefore when the cable is to 

be measured it is introduced in the laboratory and a temperature gradient 

will occur between it and its environment. It is clear that a I or 2m 

fible sample attains thermal equilibrium with the interferometer sample 

chamber much faster than does a 10 - 20 km cable with is environment. 

Therefore care must be taken in order to allow temperature stabilization 

in long length measurement techniques. 

5. BIREFRINGENCE EFFECTS 

A single spatial mode fibre actually presents two orthogonal 

polarization modes which are degenerate in a perfect axially symmetric 

fibre. In a real fibre this degeneracy is lifted either by fibre imper

fection such as non-circular core or asymmetric internal stress or by ex-
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ternal conditions.Therefore, in real fibres the polarization propagates 

with different group velocities giving rise to disperson, which is 

called polarization mode dispersion18 . A number of different experimen

tal techniques have been used for polarization mode dispersion either 

in standard single mode fibres or in high birefrigent fibres for coher

ent transmission or device application, 

In standard single mode fibres, polarization dispersion is typi

.cally smaller than 0.2 ps/km in long samples. In standard phase shift 

equipments this dispersion is not observed unless linear poi°arisers are 

used at the input and output and the phase Is analysed as a function of 

the injected polarization. However, the time resolution of the method 

is I imi ted, and results have been reported only for high birefringence 

fibres 19 . 

Time domain techniques are also unable to measure this effect in 

normal fibres, mainly because the duration of the optical pulse is 

usually limited to - 100 ps. Nevertheless, results have also been re

ported for high birefringent fibres, where the dispersion was greater 

than the optical pulse wJdht 20 • 

Birefringence effects, or polarization mode dispersion, can also 

be observed with the interferometric technique in high birefringence 

fibres without the need of linear polarizers. Being actually equivalent 

to a high resolution time-of-flight measurement, the interference frin

ges corresponding to the two polarization modes can be direictly ob

served, provided that unpolarised light is used. Fig. 18 shows the two 

polarization modes of a high birefringence PANDA fibre as measured with 

the tuned detection of interference fringes. The delay spectro·n of each 

polarization mode can be measured as shown in fig. 19 and the polar

arization mode dispersion will be directly known by the difference be

tween the two delay spectra 21 • The time resolution of the method will 

depend on the spectral width of the light source. With a 10 nm spectral 

width, polarization mode dispersion as smal 1 as 1 ps/km can be easily 

measured over the 1.lµm to 1.7µm wavelength range which means a good 

time resolution for high birefringence fibres, A better time ;esolution 

can be obtained by means of a wider spectral width but in this case,the 

wavelength dependence would be measured with a correspondingly smal !er 
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Fig.18 - lnte.rference pattern of a highly 
birefringent single mode fibre, showing the 
different delays of each polarization mode. 
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Fig.19 - Group delay, chromatic dispersion and 
polarization mode dispersion of a highly birefrin
gent single mode PANDA fibre. 
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spectral resolution. 

When measuring standard single mode fibres, birefringence ef

fects are generally too smal 1 to affect interferometric group de 1 ay 

measurements. However, fibres with polarization mode 

0.2 - 0.5 ps/km indeed present birefringence effects, 

dispersion of 

wh i eh are o b-

served by a strongly wavelength dependend fringes contrast and E>y an 

asymmetrical shape of the fringes pattern. Nevertheless, the impact of 

these birefringence effects are small and actually averaged out by the 

theoretical fit of the delay data. 

It should be pointed out that polarization mode dispersion 

equally affects phase shift or interferometric measurements. The main 

difference between the two techniques is that in phase shift measure

ments the polarization mode dispersion is averaged out in the group 

delay measurement, whereas in the interferometric technique it appears 

in the group delay data and is averaged out in the curve fitting for 

dispersion calculation. Hence, the interferometric method gives an ad

ditional information about the fibre which is being measured. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The three principal techniques for chromatic dispersion measure

ments in single mode fibres have been compared. The tuned detection of 

interference fringes and the Fourier transform technique for mathema

tical location of the fringes envelope brings the time resolution of the 

interferometric method down to va 1 ues as sma 11 as 1. 6 fs in a s tat-

i st ics over 10 3 measurements. This is the best time resolution ever re

ported in any group delay measurement in single mode fibres. Further

more, temperature effects which are very critical in group delay 

measureme'lts can be better controled in a smal I sample than over sev

eral kilometers of fibre sample. 

The comparison showed that measuremer.s over long and short 

samples agree within 0.5 nm for the wavelength of zero dispersion and 

0.1 ps/nmkm for the dispersion at A= 1300nm. This agreement:actually 

corresponds to the reproducibility of any of the three techniques used 

for fibre characterization. 
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Global measurements actually correspond to the average value of 

the local measurements over all sections of the long fibre, so the com

parison betwee~ interferometric measurements on samples cut from op

posit ends of the Jong fibre allow the control of the stability of the 

fibre performance along its length. This stability plays an important 

role if pieces of fibre are to be replaced for maintenance after ins

tallation. Furthermore, is should be pointed out that global measure

ments over - 50 km of fibre may be less representative of a cut piece 

of 2 km than the two-end interferometric control over the cut piece. The 

best control is indeed the measurement of the chromatic dispersion of 

each section of installed cable. 

Finally the influence of the birefringence on chromatic disper

sion measurements was evaluated. The polarization mode dispersion is. 

usually negligible in standard single mode fibres so not affecting 

either global or local measurements. It was sho~m that the interfer

ometric technique can be directly used for evaluating the birefringence 

of high birefringence single mode fibres withoud the need of additional 

components such as linear polarisers. 

We are indebted to Dr. H.R.Haller from the Swiss PTT and Dr. S. 

Wingstrand from the Swedish Televerket for kindly providing some fibre 

samples and chromatic dispersion data.
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Resumo 

Sao descrltas as prlncipais teen leas de medidas de_ di spersao 
crol'!Jatica corn enfase especial nos metodos interferometricos. As tecni
cas sao comparadas corn respeito aos seus resultados, vantagens e limi
ta~oes. Aval ia-se as influencias de efeitos da bitefringencia nas medi
das de dispersao cromatica. 
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